The Across clues are straightforward, while the Down clues are cryptic.

**ACROSS**

1. Algebra, geometry etc (11)
10. Metal mixture (5)
11. Paraphrase, interpret (9)
12. Medic, doctor (9)
13. Heathen, unbeliever (5)
14. Agriculturalist (6)
16. Natural response (8)
18. Moved to another country (8)
20. Lucky charm (6)
23. Deciduous coniferous tree (5)
24. Final demand (9)
26. High-spirited, ebullient (9)
27. Artificial fibre (5)
28. Agree, be of one mind (3, 3, 2, 3)

**DOWN**

2. One cry going up narrow passage (5)
3. To take on different way inside is crazy (7)
4. Symbolic arrangement put together without a translator (6)
5. Drill metal grille, initially, around shower (8)
6. Second dump's put up separately — filthy place (7)
7. Game app I developed with him safely (5, 8)
8. Alarming changes on the edge (8)
9. Restoration that interns with me organised outside gallery (13)
15. Accurate equipment with ring gets ours adjusted (8)
17. Get a rule amended to control (8)
19. Runner, perhaps, allowed into heat that's rearranged (7)
21. Souvenir of popular online item that's not edited (7)
22. Country detains university figure (6)
25. Record with section of sentimental lyrics (5)

Solution 667

```
COFFEE  TACTICAL  ARCHAEOLOGY  TENOR  AMPLIFIED
PLAINLY  OUTCOLD  USA  DOXXLA  SATELLINEER
TELEMEC  COLOSSAL  SAIG  PLUMBER  EDIFIED
STRAVLMED  INTENSITY  PATIO  LEO  CLW
THRONED  BEACON
```